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1. INTRODUCTWN AND NOTATION 
In this paper we shall consider periodic perturbations of autonomous nth- 
order neutral equations of the form 
Lox(t) = 5 e U,X”‘(C -A,) = 0, 
I=0 m=O 
Here the A,, ulm are real numbers satisfying 0 = A, < 1~ s < A,, a,* # 0, 
a UO = 1. The perturbations considered will be of the form 
Dx(t) = 5 + q,(t) .P(t - a,) 
r=o g=o 
(1.2) 
where the qrg are real-valued periodic functions of period 211 possessing 
g + 1 continuous derivatives. We shall assume throughout this paper that 
n 2 2, O<ua,<--.<uf<Ad,, and that h<n-2. Setting qra = 
C,jZ-m qrgjexP(ijt) we let Q = CL0 Cphzo llqrgll where llqzrgll = Cj2 -m lclrtil- 
Our perturbed equations wili be of the form 
Lox = Dx. (1.3) 
Let e(-Ak, 0) denote the Sobolev space of ~om~lex~valu~ functions 
defined on I = [-A,, 0] whose nth derivatives are square integrable on I. If 
y E Wi(--d,, 0) and x denotes the solution of (1.1) or (1.3) with initial value 
y at t = to we shall indicate this by writing x(y, to, t) for x(t). If x is a 
solution of (1.1) or (1.3) we denote by xt the element in IQ--d,, 0) given 
by x(t + 19) for B E 1. If S denotes the solution space of (1.3) then the trans- 
lation operator T defined by TX, = xZn for x0 E S is a bounded linear map 
of W;(-A,, 0) into W:(---d,, 0). A complex number p is said to be a charac- 
teristic multiplier of (1.3) if p is a normal eigenvalue of T. We denote by 
S(p) the subspace of S consisting of solutions x(n 0, t) for y E P where P is 
the invariant subspace associated with a normal eigenvalue p of T. If P has 
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dimension d@) then any x E S@) may be written in the form x(t) = 
~~~~-’ pj(t) r’ exp(ut) where u = In p/(2x) and the pi(t) are periodic of 
period 27~ [3,6]. In this case we say x is a solution of Floquet type. For 
periodic neutral equations results pertaining to Floquet-type solutions are 
very limited [3]. In Section 2, using Laplace transforms and methods similar 
to those used in the retarded case [4] we obtain for (1.3) in Theorem2.2 the 
existence of finite-dimensional subspaces spanned by Floquet-type solutions. 
In Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 we obtain representation results for general 
solutions of (1.3). In Section 3 we show that for a large class of equations of 
the form (1.3) the assumptions of Section 2 are satisfied. Thus we obtain for 
these equations the development of their solutions in terms of Floquet-type 
solutions. In order to state these results we need the adjoint equation and an 
“inner” product. 
Associated with (l.l)-( 1.3) we have the adjoint equations 
L,+y(s) = i 5 (-l)‘a,, y”‘(s +d,) = 0 
I=0 m=O 
(1.4) 
D+y(s) = 5 + (q,,(s + a,) y(s + o,))‘g’(-l)g 
r=O gee 
(1.5) 
L,+y(s) = D ‘y(s). (1.6) 
With Eqs. (1.4) and (1.1) we associate the “inner product” [x, JJ]~ and with 
(1.3) and (1.6) [x, y] = [x, ulo + [x, y]i defined for XE v(-d,,O) and 
y E c(O, d,J below: 
+ i (-l)hX”-h’(0) u’h-i)(d,)) (1.7) 
h=l 
( 1.8) 
Also associated with (1.1) and (1.4) we have the characteristic polynomial 
d(l) = 5 5 almA’ exp(--d,A). 
I=0 m=O 
(1.9) 
In the next section we shall obtain the Laplace transform representation of 
the Greens function G(t, s) for Eq. (1.3) as defined in Bellman and Cooke 
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] I]. For this we shall need the following notation. For any real number a we 
denote by I(a) the line {z: Re z = a} and by I, j(z) dz the line integral along 
Z(a) multiplied by the factor l/(274. Setting Z = {zi : d(zi) = 0 i and selecting 
d > 0 so that d > 1 + Re zi for all zi E Z we have that the Greens function 
G,(t, s) for (1.1) is given by [l] 
G,(t, s) =i exp[A(t - s)]/A@) dA. (1.10) 
d 
For any function k we formally define 
D:k(A)= 5 c 2 qrti exp[-Aa,](A)gk(A + 4). (1.12) 
r=O g-0 j=-m 
We shall consider the convergence question for series (1. II) and (1.12) only 
in those special cases in which we are interested. Setting 
we define for j > 0 
d(0, s, A) = exp(-sA)/d (A) 
d + (0, t, A) = exp(f~}/~(~) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
4.h s, a) = D,(d(j - 1, s, A))/4~) 
d+(j,t,A)=D:(d(j- l,t,~))/~(~~. 
Finally, we introduce 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
d(s, A) = f d(j, s, d) (1.17) 
j=O 
d+(t,A)= 2 d+(j,t,A) (1.18) 
j=O 
which will appear in the line integral (2.1) defining G(t, s) in the next 
section. 
2. REPRESENTATION RESULTS 
If x is any solution of (1.3) we denote by A(& x+) the Laplace transform 
of X+ where x’(t) = x(t), t > 0, x+(t) = 0, t < 0, and x+(O) =x(0)/2. If 
CI < /I are any real numbers then we denote by s(a, /3) the solutions x of (1.3) 
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for which there exist M > 0 and E > 0 such that /x(t)] < M exp]@ - s)t] for 
t 2 0 and Ix(t)] < Mexp[(a + s)t] for t < 0. We then have the following 
result which relates the Laplace transform of G(t, s) to the two-sided 
transform of x E S(a,/?). Here G(t, s) denotes the Greens function for 
Eq. (1.3) as indicated in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists d > 0 such that for all values of s and t 
G(t, s) = 1 d(s, A) exp(At) Al = I A ‘(t, d) exp(-2s) dd. 
d d 
(2-l) 
If x E S(a,P) then for all values of t 
x(t) = jD d(A, xc ) exp(lt) dA - 1 ,4(/l, x+ ) exp@t) dA (2.2) 
a 
where d(1, x’) = [x(T),d(& A)]. 
ProoJ Since h < n - 2 we may select d to the right of the set Z so that 
for j = O,..., h and r = O,..., f
1.u.b. ]J,j exp(-a,)] Q/d@) < 1 for il E Z(d). (2.3) 
But then it follows f4] that for i > 1 and t - s > 0 
LO (I, d(i, s, n)exp(&) dA) = DldA(i - 1, s, A) exp(At) d;l. (2.4) 
In addition the integral 1(t, s) on the left side of (2.4) satisfies the initial 
condition I”‘(s, s) = 0 for j = O,..., n - 1 and all values of s. Here I”’ denotes 
the jth partial with respect o t. From (1.10) it follows that for t - s > 0 
L, 
i 
d(0, s, A) exp@t) M = 0 
d 
(2.5) 
and for t = s the integral satisfies the initial conditions associated with the 
Greens function [ 11. Thus we have the first equality in (2.1). As discussed in 
an earlier paper ]4] one may obtain G(t, s) by successive approximations 
using the adjoint equation and the fact that L,fG,(t, s) = 0 for all s < t. The 
discussion is similar to the one above and yields the second equality in (2.1). 
In fact this discussion [4] gives for every i > 0 the stronger esult: 
jd d(i, s, A) exp(k) dA = jd d + (i, t, A) exp(&) dk (2.6) 
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For any solution x E S we may obtain the Laplace transform A(& x ’ ) for 
x+ by solving the equations for t > 0 
L-,x,(t) = 0 (2.7) 
&Yx&) = DXj-l(?), i& 1 (2.8) 
with the initial conditions x,(t) = x(t) and xi(t) SE 0, i 2 I, for t E [-dk, 01. 
But then for Rel> d we have that d(l, xi) = C& A(& xi) where the 
d&xi) denote the transforms of the xi defined by (2.7) and (2.8). From 
(2.7) we have that 
d(&x,)=- i i a,, 
Ii 
a x(“(T) expl-W + &)I & ,=o m=O ‘-d, 
i-l 
- -S A”-‘-hx’h’(0) exp(-d,;l) 
hi0 ii 
d(A), (2.9) 
From (2.9) and (2.8) we have that 
- c (2, - ,)“-l-qq 
I=0 
+i” exp[-(h - ijg] x(~)(<) d< -ar li 
A@) 
A(4 X& = i i f qrgj 
r=O g=O j=-a, 
(2.10) 
x exp[-(A - ij)a,]@ - ij)gd(Iz - &xx,-,)/A(i) 
for all k > 1. (2.11) 
From (2.9), (1.7), (1.13) it follows that 
Ix(r),~(4~,~?l*=dt~,xo). (2.12) 
Let A, B, C denote the terms on the right-hand side of (2.10) after carrying 
out the multiplication indicated by the braces. Then from (1.15), (1.7), and 
(1.8) we have that 
[x(r), 41, r, A)], =A (2.13) 
[x(T), 40, r, A>], = B + c. (2.14) 
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Thus we have that 
M394L 6 n>1, + bG3,&4 c A)], =A(& XI). (2.15) 
Assuming for k = l,..., h - 1 that 
we have from (2.11) that 
44 x/J = Lm .qk t J>lo + [x(T), 4h - 1, r, J)lj* (2.17) 
Thus for any solution of x of (1.3) we have that 
x+ (t) = jd d(L, x’) exp@t) dL (2.18) 
But then it follows [ 71 that if x-(t) = x(t), t < 0; x-(t) = 0, t > 0; 
x-(0)=x(0)/2 that for c sufficiently large 
x-(t) = -i’ d(L, x’) exp(lt) dL 
--c 
(2.19) 
For solution x E ,!?(a,@ the contours of integration in (2.18), (2.19) may be 
shifted to /3 and a, respectively. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
In Theorem 2.2 we obtain a su~cient condition for the space S(a,/3) to 
have a basis consisting of Floquet-type solutions. In preparation for this 
result we now introduce further notation and prove Lemma 1. For any real 
numbers a < /I _we denote the open strip bounded by Z(a) and N/3) by Z(cr, /I). 
We denote by R the closure of the set R = {Re zi, zi E Z). 
CO~d~~~O~ 1. We say that a, p satisfy condition 1 if Z(a, /I) f? 2 is finite, 
c1 and p are not in Z?, and the inequality (2.3) is satisfied for all /1 E E(a) and 
a E I@). 
If a,P satisfy condition 1 we let 
E(a, j3, t, s) =I d(s, A) exp@t) d;c - d(s, A) exp(&) dA (2.20) 
B ‘tl. 
and for any x in S we set 
-W, A x) = [-+3, Eta, /A t, 01. (2.21) 
We now prove the following lemma which we shall use in Theorem 2.2 to 
prove that E(a, /I, x) defines a projection of S onto S(a, /J). 
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LEMMA 2.1. [E(a, p, a s), E(G B, 4 <iI = Efat 8% 6 xi* 
proof: For notational convenience we set 
E(0, f, s) = jb d(O, s, A) exp@t) 15% - 1 d(0, s, A) exp@t) d/3. 
a 
(2.22) 
E(1, t, S) = I, i$l d(i, S, A) exp(At) dA - J 2 d(i, s, 2) exp(At) & (2.23) 
a i=l 
E(t, s) = E(a, p, t, s) = E(0, t, s> + E( 1, 4 s>. (2.24) 
Let C(A, M) denote the boundary of the rectangle bounded by the lines r(p), 
I(a), d = &i&f oriented in a counterclockwise sense. Select E > 0 so that 
I(a + 2e, /3 - 2~) n Z = 1(a, /3) f? Z and let C(y, N) denote the boundary of 
the rectangle bounded by the lines E(/3 - E), E(a + E), y = fiN oriented in a 
counterclockwise sense. Throughout the discussion that follows we shall 
assume that N < M (or N < M - j if necessary, see (2.34)) so that the curve 
C(y, N) is always interior to C(A, M). We shall further assume that in each 
case N has been chosen so that C(y, N) contains the singularities of the term 
we are considering in I(a, /3). Thus for E(0, t, s) we choose N so that C(y, N) 
contains all the zeros of d(A) in I(a,&. For each term in d(i, s, A) in 
E(1, t, s) we assume that an appropriate N has been chosen. For example, in 
.4(2, s, A) corresponding to the term with coefficient qr,8,jjiqr,gj2 we select N 
so that C(y, N) contains all the zeros of d(A), d(.A - ij,), d(.A - ij, - ij,) in 
I(a,j3). In all these cases we denote the corresponding line integral multiplies 
by VP4 by .fA and I,. 
We first show that 
[E(O, <, s), E(0, t, <>]o =E(O, t, 3). (2.25) 
Integrating with respect o { and noting that 
+ (-l)*p-y)*-’ =-/I’+ y8 
hilr, 
(2.26) 
we have from (1.7) that 
=i J (1/[(~-y)~(y)l-l/[~(~)(~-y)l}exp(--ls+yt)~~~~. (2.27) .* Y 
Integrating the first term on the right side of (2.27) with respect to y we 
obtain E(0, t, s) = jYexp(y(t - s))/d(y) dy. Integrating the second term with 
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respect to y we obtain zero since C(y, N) is interior to C&M). This 
establishes (2.25). Using (2.6) we have that 
[W, r, s>, E( I,& @lo 
=-2 5 a,,jj exp(-lls) 5 d + (i, t, y) 
I=0 m=o .a Y i=l 
x i”,, 1 
eatA’ exp(--y(< + d~~)~~ - C J(i-ft)y(f’-*f 
1:’ 
d(a)dady. 
hi1 
(2.28) 
As in (2.27) the expression inside the braces reduces to @‘exp(-kf,) - 
y’ exp(-y d,))/(r2 - y) and the right side of (2.28) reduces to 
00 
Ii^c A + (i, t, y) exp(-sL>/(n - Y) dr d/l .I Yi=l 
- 
II 
5 A + (i, t, y) d(y) exp(--h)/[@ - Y) @)I da do. G-29) 
a Yi=l 
Similarly one finds that 
i, S, a> d(a)/[d(Y)@ - Y)] da dY. (2.30) 
Integrating the first term in (2.29) with respect to L we obtain E( 1, t, s). 
Integrating the first term on the right of (2.30) with respect o y we obtain 
zero. We denote the second term in (2.29) by H, and the second term on the 
right side of (2.30) by H,. Thus from (2.25), (2.28), (2.29) it follows that 
[E(~;s),E(~,~)]O=E(~,S) -I- [E(l&)~w~~~)]o +ffl -4-f-h. (2-w 
A discussion similar to that which gave (2.27) gives 
= li d(a) 2 d+(i,t,y) 5 d(j,~,a)/(a -y) dad7 a Y i=l j-1 
- 
u d(Y) -? A + (it & Y) 
2 d(j, s, A),‘@ - y) da dy = G, + G, (2.32) 
-a Y is j=l 
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and 
x 2 A(!%, s, n> f A + (1, t, y) &j da. 
k=O r-0 
(2.33) 
On the right side of (2.33) in the terms corresponding to the first term inside 
the braces we make the change of variables z = L + ij and they then reduce 
to -(Hz + G2). In the terms corresponding to the second term in the braces 
one makes the change of variables u = y - ij. One then finds that these terms 
reduce to -(G, + Hi). Thus it follows that 
[JW, s),E(t, 01, = -(Hz + G,> - (ff, f G,). (2.34) 
From (2.34), (2.32), (2.31) we have that 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
If a,p satisfy condition 1 we denote by n(a, ,/I) the number of 
zi E 2 n I(a, /?) where zeros of multiplicity I are counted r times. We shall 
say that E(a,& x) defines a projection of S into S(a, /I) if 
E(a, ,$ @a, p, x)) = E(a, /I, x) E $(a, /?) for every x f S and if its restriction 
to the interval [-dk, 0] defines a projection of W:(--A,, 0) into wT(-dk, 0). 
We then have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. If a,/? satisfy condition 1 then S(a,@) is of dimension 
n(a, p) and E(a, /I, x) defines a projection of S onto the subspace S(a, p). The 
space S(a, /3) has a basis of Floquet-type solutions. 
Proof. If we set for n = 0, I,... 
e(n, o, t, s) = ,f d(n, s, ,I) exp(At) dd 
D 
(2.36) 
then since n(a,P) is finite we have for all values of t and s that 
Lo MO, A t, s) - 40, a, t, s)] = 0 (2.37) 
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and (ti/atj)[e(O, /.I, t, s) - e(0, a, t, s)] are continuous for j = 0 ,..., n. But then 
from the inequality (2.3) for c = a or /3 it follows that 
L,e(n, 0, t, s) = De(n - 1, c, t, s), n = 1, 2,... . (2.38) 
Thus we have that E(a, p, t, s) = CzXO [e(n, /3, t, s) - e(n, a, t, s)] satisfies 
(1.3) for all values of t, s and ($/lb’) E(a, p, t, s) exist and are continuous for 
j= 1 ,..., n and all values of t, s. From Lemma 1 and Fubini’s theorem [4] it 
follows that 
E*(a, P, x> = [x(t), [E(a, P, y, 0 W4 A 6 Yl 1 = WV P, x>- 
From the continuity of the partial derivatives of E(a, /I, t, s) it follows that 
for every x E S, E(a, /I, x) also satisfies Eq. (1.3) [8] and that E(a, /3, x) for 
t E [-dk, 0] defines a continuous map from Wt(-A,, 0) into Wz(-A,, 0). 
By considering the equations L,x = z&x for u E [0, l] one may show [4] 
that the associated projections E(a, p, x, u) depend continuously on u for 
u E [0, 11. Since the range of ,!?(a,/?, x, 0) has dimension n(a, /3) it follows 
that the range of E(a, /I, X, 1) = E(a, /I, x) is also n(a, p). From Theorem 2.1 
it follows that if x E S(a, /I) then x(t) = [x(r), E(a, p, t, <)I and so our map is 
onto S(a,/?). Let $i E IV: [-dk, 01, i = l,..., n(a,P), be such that Xvi, 0, t) 
forms a basis for S(a, /I). From the uniqueness theorem [ 31 and the fact that 
the coefficients are periodic it follows that the set x($~, 0, t - 27c), 
i = l,..., n(a, /I), again forms a basis for S(a, /I). Thus if @J is the subspace of 
W~(--A,, 0) spanned by the 4i, we have that T defines a one-to-one linear 
map of @ onto @. It then follows [3] that there exists a basis for S(a, p) 
consisting of solutions of Floquet type. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
In preparation for the representation Theorem 2.3 we introduce the 
following notation. Let d > 0 denote a real number such that d(A) and d(s, A) 
are analytic for ]Re A/ > d- 1 for all values of s. Let B = {b, < ... < bk} be 
a finite set of real numbers and Ai = {aij}, Bi = {/Iii} be, respectively, 
increasing and decreasing sequences such that limj,, oij = bi and 
y2im pij = bi for i = l,..., k. We further assume that /Ii,, = CZ~+,~ for 
,..., k - 1 and that alO < -d, /JkO > d. 
Condition 2. There exist a set B and associated sequences Ai, Bi as 
defined above such that all the pairs (aij, aij+l) and (/Iij+, ,pij), i = l,..., k, 
j = 0, l,..., satisfy condition 1. 
If B, Ai, Bi are as above we introduce the sequence R = {r, : r, = pij - bi 
or rl = bi - aij for some value of i and j}. It is further assumed that {I,} is a 
decreasing sequence and lim,,, r, = 0. Corresponding to each pair 
Caij, aij+ 1 ) or (/Iij,/Iij+ 1) we have at most a finite set of pi E W;(-A,, 0) 
such that the associated solutions Xi(t) = x(Qi, 0, t) form a basis for 
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S(aij,aijfJ or s(Pij.+l, ij /I ). Let S(n) denote the union of the spaces 
S(aij, au+ 1) and SfPll+ 19 Pill over all pairs (i, j) and (i, I) such that 
(P it+ i - b,) 2 r, and (b, - aii+ i) > I,. Let h(n) be an increasing sequence of 
integers and the (si mentioned above be ordered in such a way that for every 
n the set jxjt i = I,..., h(n)} is a basis for s(n). In the usual manner we may 
construct a sequence {vi}, vi E Wz(O, d,J SO that [d,(r), v/~(Q] = 6,. We 
then have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. If (1.3) satisJ(ies condition 2 then for every F > 0 there 
exist k(e) such that for every x E S we have 
k(E) 
x(t) = z a(x, i) x,(t) + i y(l, E, t, x) 
i-0 , := , 
(2.39) 
where the Xi are solutions of Floquet type, the coeflcients a(x, i) = 
[x(T), vfi(<)], alder I = l,..., k and j = 0 ,..., n - 2 
I .@‘(I, e, I, x)1 < M(e, x) exp(b, + &)t 
I y”‘(A e, 4 x)1 < M(e,)x) exp(b, - e)t 
for t > 0 
for t < 0. 
(2.40) 
Proof. Let N(j) = max(jaij - b,!, lpii - bil) for i = l,..., k and select j(z) 
so that N(j(e)) < E. Select Q(E) so that t-n(E) < N(j(e)) and set k(s) = h(n(&)). 
Set y(l, E, t) = jI d(k, x+ ) exp(Lt) dd where fti denotes the line integral over 
I@Ilj,,,) minus the line integral over I(arjcEj). Then (2.39) follows from 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The inequalities (2.40) follow from the fact that 
N(~(E)) < E and the definition of N(j) along with the absolute convergence of 
the associated line integrals. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Since the first sum in (2.39) is finite it is clear that the second sum is a 
solution of (1.3). One might hope that each of the individuai terms 
y(l, E, t, x) would be a solution of (1.3). In order to prove this result we find 
it necessary to impose the following condition. 
Condition 3. In Eq. (1.1) the aim = 0 for I = 0, 1 and al1 values of m. 
An immediate consequence of condition 3 is that the operator L, may be 
written as the product 
L, = d2H (2.4 1) 
where d denotes d/dt and Hx = 0 is the neutral equation of order n - 2 
whose characteristic polynomial is h(A) = A(11)/A2. We now have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (1.1) satisfv condition 3 and let a < p be any two real 
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numbers not in R such that I(a,p) does not contain zero and the inequality 
(2.3) is satisfied for d = a, /I. Then for any x E Wz[-Ak, 0] the line integral 
i, [x(T), &t, 41 exp(W dA - j IX(<), 46 41 expGW di (2.42) a 
is a solution of (1.3). 
Proof. We first note that successive integrations by parts yield 
i 
0 
x”‘(C) expt-W + A,)) & -d 
m 
= ,I”-” i”, x’“‘(T) exp(-A(< + A,)) dr 
m 
n-l-1 
- tTo (xc’+ “‘(-A,) - exp(-A,A) x(‘+ “(O))/.k’ ti. (2.43) 
Then using (2.6), (1.7), (1.8) we have that the integrand of the line integral 
in (2.42) can be taken as 
y(x, A) 2 A+(i, t, A) + eAt iz: x(~)(O)(l/~)‘+’ 
i=O 
where 
y(x, 1) = - 2 -$ a,, exp(-A A,) 1’ j:, X(~)(C) exp(-A<)/A” d< 
I=0 m=O m 
n--f--l 
+ x x~“~~(-A,J( l//Z)‘+‘+’ exp(A,tl) 
i=O i 
+ i i ? qrti exp(-(d - ij)o,)(d - ij’)” 
r=O g=o j=i, 
x(‘)(t) exp(-(A - @<)/(A - ij)* d{ 
n-g-1 
+ jTo x~~+~)(-o)(A - ij)--i--g--l exp(A - q)u,) . 
(2.44) 
Since I(a,p) does not contain the origin the line integral in (2.42) of the term 
en* JiJ;II; Xtk)(0) /l-1-k is identically equal to zero. We next note that 
Lo A + (i, t, A) = Dd + (i - 1, t, A) for i > 1 and the absolute convergence 
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justifies interchanging these operations with the line integrations. Thus our 
result will follow if we can show that the line integral 
u(t) = J y(x, A) exp(At)/d(A) dA - J y(x, A) exp(llt)/A(;l) d/l (2.45) 
B a 
is a solution for almost all t of Eq. (1.1). Since x E ?+‘~(--A,, 0) it follows 
that y(x, A) is square integrable on I(a) and I(p). Since a,p @? R it follows 
that A”/d(A) is bounded on I(cY) and &,!J). Thus it follows that the 8th 
derivatives of the integrals in (2.45) exist for almost all values of t [ 2, 7, 91. 
From (2.43) we have that 
H[u(t)] = \ d’y(x, d),‘A’ dA - \ e”‘y(x, ~)//I’ dA. 
‘4 -n 
(2.46) 
Since ~(cz,@) does not contain the origin it follows that for all values of t 
H[o(t)] = 0. (2.47) 
Since both terms in u(t) have nth derivatives almost everywhere it follows 
from (2.41) that for almost all values of t 
Loo(t) = 0. (2.48) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Finally, we note that we may in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 replace 
condition 3 by the assumption that both d(A) and 
,i’h(;l)=d(;i)- i- e ff~~~~exp(-~~~)=~(~)-~(~) 
rz m=O 
are bounded away from zero on Z(a) and II’&. Then in (2.45) l/A(A) is 
replaced by l/(A’h(L)) - y(A)/@@) AZ/z(l)). If one then splits u(t) in (2.45) 
into the corresponding pieces u,(t) + u2(t) it then follows that 
d2H(u,(t) + u?(t)) = d’Hu,(t) = -(Lo - d2H) u(t) 
which says that Lou(t) = 0. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section as an application of the first two sections we consider 
unperturbed equations of the form 
Lox(t) = abx’“‘(t) - acxyt - d,) - bx(“)(t -d,) 
+cx’“‘(t-A, -d,)+dx’n-if(t-d3)=0. (3.1) 
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Here j > 0 and a, 6, c, d are real nonzero numbers satisfying 0 # In Ia 1 f 
(A, /A,) In 1 b/c I# 0. The di are positive real numbers satisfying the condition 
A, < .4, +A,. These assumptions assure us that the zeros of the charac- 
teristic polynomial 
d(l) = iI’@ - e-‘l’)(b - c emA+) + dA”-j exp(-d,A.) (3.2) 
associated with (3.1) are asymptotic to the zeros of 
d,(A) = (a - exp(-A r l))(b - c exp(-A,,?)). (3.3) 
Setting b, = -In 1 al/AI, b, = -in / b/c//d, we assume that b, < b, . We denote 
the zeros of (3.3) located on the line @,) by 
A(l,k,O)=-[ln(al+i(&r+27rk)]/d, for k=O,&l,.... (3.4) 
Here 6 = 0 if n > 0 and 6 = 1 if a ( 0. Similarly we denote the zeros of (3.3) 
located on Z(b,) by 
A(2, k, 0) = -[ln /b/cl + i(& + 2zk)]/A, for k=O,rtl,*2 ,... . (3.5) 
For k large and i = 1,2 there is a unique zero of d(A) close to n(i, k, 0) 
which we shall denote by A(i, k). The first approximation A(i, k, 1) to A(i, k) 
is given by 
A(i, k, 1) = A(& k, 0) - d(A(i, k, O))npj exp[-A&, k, O)]/‘d;(/E(i, k, 0)). (3.6) 
We then have the following result. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist M > 0, C > 0 such that for k > A4 
(A(i, k) - A(i, k, I)1 < C/l&i, k)/“, i= 1,2 (3.7) 
and d(A) has no other zeros for / 11) > ) A( 1, M) - 2ni/(d, + d ,)I. 
Proof: Since the zeros of (3.3) are simple for II I large one may show [ 11 
that for any E, > 0 there exists M(E,) > 0 such that any zero z of (3.2), 
IzI > 44(&r), is contained in a circle of radius ei about a zero of (3.3) and 
conversely if IA(i, k, O)l > M(E~) then a circle of radius E, contains a zero of 
(3.2). Writing any such zero in the form z = < + A(i, k, 0) where I<[ < E, and 
taking the Taylor expansions about A(i, k, 0) of the terms d,(A) and 
-dA”-‘exp(-d,A) in (3.2) we obtain for < an equation of the form 
dj,“(A(i, k, O))l+ da’(A(i, k, 0) + a,(r)K” 
= -d(d”-‘(i, k, 0) + (n - j) An-j- ‘(i, k, 0) oz(c)) 
+ (exp(---d&, k O))(l --d,a&)) (3.8) 
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where ]oj(?$ < ]<] ( .si for j= I, 2,3. From (3.3) it follows that there exist 
constants ki > 0 such that ]Af)@(l, k, O))( > kj [L”(i, k, O)l for i = 1, 2. One 
may also show [l] that there exists C, such that for any W, ] W] > M(E~) and 
w in s1 circle about a zero of (3.3) one has ]A~*‘(w)] < C, (WI”. If 0 is 
sufficiently small, it follows from (3.8) that 5 will satisfy an equation of the 
form 
t = -?G)r* + W-, k, 1) - W, k, 0) + J. -‘(it k, 0) 643 (3.9) 
where I yI CT)L I Y&)I are unikformly bounded by k, > 0 for ]r\ < E, < 0. If 
now we select E* <CJ so that K,E, < i then it follows from (3.9) and (3.6) 
that there is a C, such that for any zero z = r + A(i, k, 0), 111 > M(E*), the c 
satisfies the estimate 
/ tl < C, I/z -‘(i, k, O)l. (3.10) 
Substituting (3.10) back into the right side of (3.9) and transposing the term 
A(& k, 1) - ;C(i, k, 0) we obtain 
lz -A@, k, l>l< C:A-*% k O)(l~,(t;l + Iv&)l). (3.11) 
But if ~(&~) is su~cientiy large one has that 4 < id(i, k, 0)/z] < 2 and (3.7) 
follows from (3.11). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
In Lemma 3.2 we shall prove the existence of sequences A,= {aii}, 
Bj = {pii}, i = 1,2, j= 0, l,..., possessing properties similar to those 
described in condition 2. Since the zeros of d,(A) are on the lines Z(b,), l(b,) 
it is necessary to impose additional conditions to assure us that the zeros of 
d(A) approach these two lines in a manner that will allow us to obtain 
suitable estimates. These restrictions are contained in conditions 4 and 5. 
Condition 4 dictates the behavior of the zeros for large /A/ and condition 5 
allows the desired estimates inside a fixed circle about the origin. 
In order to obtain in Lemma 3.2 the estimates we desire it is necessary to 
keep the argument of A(i, k, 1) - A(i, k, 0) for k large bounded away from 
i-n/Z. Setting r3 =A3/A,, r2 = AZ/A, from 13.6) and (3.2) we have that 
d(i, k, 1) - A(i, k, 0) = yijl-j( 1, k, 0), i= 1,2 (3.12) 
where yt = dar~/[A1a(b - ~a’*)] and y2 = d(6/~)‘~~~/(d,(b/c)(a - (b/~)“‘~)1. 
Since yi, y2 may assume a finite set of arguments which are less that 2n, we 
denote these arguments by yii, i = 1, 2, j = l,..., k(i). Noting that for k large 
the argument of Jj(i, k, 0) approaches f7cj/2 we have condition 4 which 
assures us that the argument of the right side of (3.12) will be bounded away 
from HE/~ for k large. 
Condition 4. There exists u > 0 such that ]yhi f n(j + 1)/2] > u for 
h = 1, 2 and i = 1, 2 ,..., k(h). 
505!5313-2 
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As already indicated condition 4 will be used to estimate d(A) for ,l large. 
In fact from Lemma 3.1, condition 4, and (3.6) it follows for large ]A] that 
d(i) has no zeros on I@,), i= 1,2. In order to estimate d(A) for ]A] small we 
impose the following condition. 
Condition 5. d(l) has no zeros on IQ,), i = 1,2. 
Let a,, and &,, be such that I(a,, + 2, /I,, - 2) contains the set 
Z= {z:d(z) = 0). Then we introduce the strips S, = I(a,,,,b,), S, = 
I@,, b, + (b, - b,)/2), s, = Z(b, + (b, -w&w, s, =z(b,~P,ll). 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume j > 2 in (3.1) and conditions 4 and 5 are satisfied. 
Zf the strip S, contains an injinite number of L(l, k, 1) then there exists a 
sequence {a,j}, where a,j+I > a,j and limj+, ali = b,, andpositive constants 
M,, M, such that for z E I(a,,) we have the estimate 
IA( > max(M,z”-j-‘, M,), k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . (3.13) 
Zf S, contains only a finite number of ,I( 1, k, 1) then there exists a,, such 
that Z(a,, , b,) contains no zeros of A(J) and there exist positive constants M, 
and M, such that for z E l(a,J 
IA(z)l > W3 IzI”,Md (3.14) 
Analogous statements hold for Si, i = 2,3,4. 
ProoJ We consider first the case in which S, contains only a finite 
number of the n(l, k, 1). Let c denote the largest real part of the J(l, k, 1) in 
S,. Then if we set all = (c + b,)/2 we have that there exists a k > 0 such 
that ]A - zi] > k for all zi E Z and k E l(a,,). It then follows as in Bellman 
and Cooke [l] that there exist M,,M, such that (3.14) is satisfied for all 
,l E Z(a,,). In the case in which S, contains an infinite number of zeros of 
A(I) the estimate (3.13) is established by showing that there exists an 
increasing sequence {aij}, limj+oo aij = b, , and constants k, > 0, H > 0 such 
that for J E Z(aij) we have that 
(A - zil > k2/IIZf+’ for ziEZ and Inl>H. (3.15) 
To see that (3.13) follows from (3.15) we note that since the zeros of A@) 
are simple for ];1] large it follows from (3.15) [ 1 ] that there exist M > H and 
M, > 0 such that 
/A@)[ > M, ILln-j-’ for 1 E I(alj) and I A] > M. (3.16) 
But from condition 5 it follows that there exist an M, > 0 and a > 0 such 
that for ]l(<Mand Re(A--,)<a 
I A(z)I > M, - (3.17) 
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Since the alj tend to b, , by dropping a finite number of the a,j and relabeling 
we may assume that b, - aii < OL for j= 1,2,.... Thus (3.13) will follow from 
(3.15). In establishing (3.15) we shall for notational convenience assume that 
A r = K. Thus the imaginary parts of the zeros d( 1, n, 0) of d,(A) will be the 
integers 2n f 6 where S is as defined in (3.4). Thus for n > 0 and j = I,2 we 
denote A( 1, n, j) by y(2n + 6, j). Thus if we set B = {n : n > 0 and 
r(n, 1) E S, } then since j > 2 and the coefficients are real in (3.1) it follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that in order to establish (3.15) it will suffice to find 1~~~~1, 
H, > 0, K, > 0 such that for any n E B and Z E I(cx,~) we have 
/A- y(n, 111 >K,/l4j+‘. (3.18) 
Let @n) = arg(~~~, 1)- Y(E, 0)), and it then follows from condition 3 and the 
finite nature of the set of all yv that there exists a finite set of angles Bi, 
/ Bi - 711 < 7r/2 for i = l,..., I with the following property. There exist K > 0 
and M(F) > 0 such that for every E > 0 and all it E B for which ] y(n, l)] > 
M(E) the following inequality is satisfied: 
mjn I e(n) - Bi I < min(s, K/n), i = l,..., 1. (3.19) 
The E part of (3.19) follows from the results in Bellman and Cooke, and the 
estimate K/n is from an earlier paper of the author [4]. Let R(H) denote the 
ratios y(n, 1)/n, y(n, 0)/n, r(n, 1)/y@, 0) and their reciprocals for all n > 2% 
Then setting cri = secant 8, it follows from (3.19) that given any E > 0 there 
exist k, > 0 and HJE) such that for any n & B if iv(n, I)] > H, there is an 
i E (l,..., I) such that 
ai(k,/n) < set B(n) < oi + (kl/n) (3.20) 
R(H,)c(i -&, 1 i-E). (3.21) 
We now set u = niZl Ui and consider the strip 
Sll =Y, -IYll/lYt~~--““‘f~O)l’~~l -lrll/lrli/lYtN,O)/~) 
where N is a positive integer such that [N - CJ - 21 > H, . Here [k] denotes 
the largest integer <k. Let Bi denote those n in B for which 0(n) in (3.19) are 
close to Bi and ?(a 0) E S,. But then it follows from (3.20) that for H, 
sufficiently large if r E B, and y(r, 0) E S,, 
(N- u*/j - 2)/[@(1 + k3/r)] < r < (N+ l)/[o,“j(l -k3/r)] (3.22) 
where the k, is a fixed multiple of the k, in (3.20). But then.from (3.22) it 
follows that for H, sufficiently large the number of r in Bi such that 
y(r, 0) E S,, is bounded by 
3k, + u*/jlu!/j t * (3.23) 
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Thus the number of zeros of z, Im z > 0, in S,, is bounded by 
3k, I+ i of%‘/j 
i=l 
and we may select k, so that 
(3.24) 
2k, @I (a%,? + 31) . (~,)‘~j/Nj+ I ) -c u”jl y1 1 j/(8Njt’). (3.25) 
But if H, is sufficiently large we have that the width w(l) of S,, is at least 
u”j 1 y1 l/(2 IN/j+ ‘) < w( 1). (3.26) 
From (3.26) and (3.25) it follows that we may elect (ri, so that for z E /(a, r) 
we have for an r E Bi, i = l,..., Z, such that y(r, 0) E S, I that 
Iz - y(r, l)/ > k,(oJ”j/Nj+‘. (3.27) 
The presence of the 8 on the right side of (3.25) assures us that the a,, may 
be chosen so that its distance from the boundary of S,, is at least w(1)/4. 
However, if r E B, and y(r, 0) E S,, it follows from (3.22) that 
r < (N+ l)/{a!‘j(l - k,/r)} an so from (3.27) we have that there is a k, d 
such that 
lz-y(r, l)I>k,/ri”. (3.28) 
Thus there exists a k, such that for A E Z(a,,) the inequality (3.18) is 
satisfied. Once the H, in the above discussion has been chosen the discussion 
remains valid if N is replaced by N + ho”j for h = 1, 2,... . Thus in each of 
the corresponding strips S,, we obtain an alh such that for A E Z(a,,) the 
inequality (3.18) is satisfied. The construction of the sequences in the strips 
Si, i = 2, 3,4, is analogous. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
We now associate Eq. (3.1) with the perturbed equation (1.3). In Theorem 
3.1 we shall assume that L,x in (1.3) has the special form given by (3.1). 
The term Dx in (1.3) is given by (1.2). Thus in Theorem 3.1 the n and j are 
as in (3.1) and h is highest-order derivative appearing in the perturbation 
term (1.2). Then recalling the definition of Q in Section 1 and assuming that 
the 1 bi j # 1 for i = 1, 2 we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. If Eq. (3.1) satisfies conditions 4 and 5, j> 2 and 
h < n - j - 1, then for Q sufficiently small we have the representation given 
by Theorem 2.3. In addition if n - j > 2 then the y(i, E, t) are solutions of 
(1.3). 
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prOOf. Let (a,)9 (Pij)? i = I, 2, denote the sequence constructed in 
Lemma 3.2. From condition 4 it follows that at least one of the sequences 
{criii, {pii} must be infinite for i = 1 and i = 2. Since h Q n - j - 1 it is clear 
that condition 2 is satisfied if Q is sufficiently small. If in Lemma 3.2 the 
sequence {cz,~] terminates with a,, then it is clear from the proof of the 
Lemma that we may extend it by defining CX,~ = a,, + (b, - a,,)(1 - (l/2)9 
for j = 2, 3,... Similar comments hold for any of the other sequences that 
terminate with the second term. In light of our earlier comment hat both 
{ail}, {/Iii} may not be finite, it is clear that we have an infinite set of 
Floquet-type solutions with exponential rates of growth converging to b, and 
also to b,. Thus the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are fulfilled for I = 2. The 
assumption that n - j > 2 assures us that L, has the form required by (2.4 1) 
and it then follows from Theorem 2.4 that the expressions in (2.42) with 
/3=pij, a=aik f or any sufficiently large j and k are solutions of (1.3). Here 
ibil # 1 assures us that for j, k su~ciently large the strips I(a{,, /Iii) do not 
contain the origin. Thus the terms y(i, E, t), i = 1, 2, as defined in 
Theorem 2.3 are solutions of (1.3). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We now note that if j is odd (even) any choice of the constants a, b, c, d, 
A 1, d,, A, which will ensure that the argument of yi in (3.12) is bounded 
away from TC and zero (*x/2 if j is even) will assure one that condition 4 is 
satisfied. Thus, for example, if j is even, then if A, = A, = A, it is easily seen 
that the Yij are all multiples of rc. If j is odd, then if A, = A,, A, = A, /k where 
k is any positive integer, a < 0, and b/c < 0, it is easily seen that all the Yij 
are bounded away from 0 and 7~. If Eq. (3.1) satisfies condition 4 then 
outside a large circle there will be no zeros of A@) on the lines I(bi), i = 1, 2. 
One would then expect for “almost all” choices of a, b, c, d there would be 
no zeros of A(A) on the lines l(b,), but each case would have to be checked 
separately inside the indicated circle. Finally, we note that the arguments in 
this section will extend to systems (3.1) whose associated polynomials have 
the form 
A(A) = fi (q - b, exp(-diA)) 1” + dii”-’ exp(-A,, ,A) (3.29) 
i=i I 
where the Ai, i = 1, k $ 1, are assumed to be rationally related and (3.1) 
satisfies conditions similar to conditions 4 and 5 along each of the lines 
l(ln I ailbil/Ai)- 
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